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THE RANK-LEVEL DUALITY FOR NON-ABELIAN THETA FUNCTIONS
ALINA MARIAN AND DRAGOS OPREA
ABSTRACT. We prove that the strange duality conjecture of Beauville-Donagi-Tu holds
for all curves. We establish first a more extended rank-level duality, interesting in its
own right, from which the standard rank-level duality follows by restriction.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let C be a smooth complex projective curve of genus g ≥ 1. The Jacobian variety
Jac0(C), parametrizing degree 0 line bundles on the curve C , comes equipped with a
Theta divisor, unique up to translation. For any line bundleM on C of degree g¯ = g−1,
the divisor Θ1,M is given set theoretically by
Θ1,M =
{
E degree 0 line bundle, such that h0(E ⊗M) = h1(E ⊗M) 6= 0
}
.
The sections of higher tensor powers O(lΘ1,M ) of the associated Theta line bundle are
the well-studied theta functions of level l.
The non-abelian version of this setup replaces the Jacobian by the moduli space
U(k, d) of semistable bundles of rank k and degree d. In the particular case when d = kg¯,
the moduli space U(k, kg¯) carries a canonical Theta divisorΘk. On the stable part of the
moduli space, Θk is supported on the jumping locus
Θk =
{
E ∈ U(k, kg¯) stable, such that h0(E) = h1(E) 6= 0
}
.
Since U(k, kg¯) is locally factorial [DN], this divisor corresponds to a line bundle also
denoted Θk. The context will unambiguously indicate throughout the paper whether
we refer to the divisor or to the associated line bundle. To construct Theta divisors for
arbitrary degree, consider first a vector bundleM of rank r on C with slope
µ = g¯ −
d
k
.
This numerical condition is equivalent to
χ(E ⊗M) = 0 for all E ∈ U(k, d).
Letting
τM : U(k, d) −→ U(kr, krg¯), E 7→ E ⊗M
be the tensor product map, we define the line bundle
Θk,M = τ
⋆
MΘkr.
Θk,M has a canonical pullback section which, on the stable part of the moduli space,
vanishes on the jumping locus
(1) Θk,M =
{
E ∈ U(k, d) stable, such that h0(E ⊗M) = h1(E ⊗M) 6= 0
}
.
For a generic choice ofM , the vanishing locus (1) is a divisor on U(k, d) [RT].
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The same construction produces Theta divisors on the moduli space SU(k,Λ) of
semistable bundles with fixed determinant Λ. The associated line bundles only depend
on the rank of the bundleM used in the definition. WhenM has minimal possible rank,
the corresponding line bundle θk is an ample generator for the Picard group of SU(k,Λ)
[DN].
The generalized (i.e., non-abelian) theta functions (of rank k and level l) are the global
sections of l-tensor powers Θlk of the Theta bundles Θk. They are conjectured to be
related by a “strange duality” isomorphism which interchanges the rank and the level.
The duality is defined via the tensor product map
τ : SU(r,O) × U(k, kg¯)→ U(kr, krg¯),
given by
(E,F )→ E ⊗ F.
It is easy to prove using the see-saw principle that
τ⋆Θkr ∼= θ
k
r ⊠Θ
r
k.
The canonical section of the line bundle Θkr determines by pullback an element of
H0(SU(r,O) × U(k, kg¯), τ⋆Θkr) = H
0(SU(r,O), θkr )⊗H
0(U(k, kg¯),Θrk).
In turn, this induces the strange duality morphism SD, well defined up to scalars,
(2) SD : H0(SU(r,O), θkr )
∨ → H0(U(k, kg¯),Θrk).
It has been conjectured that SD is an isomorphism. In the mathematics literature, the
conjecture is stated in [Bea2], [DT]. Its first supporting fact is that the dimensions of the
two spaces, given by the Verlinde formula, can be explicitly seen to be the same. Proofs
of the duality in particular cases can be found in [Bea1], [BNR], [L], [vGP], [P]. Most
notably, P. Belkale [Bel] recently established the isomorphism (2) for generic curves. On
the other hand, the physics literature - for instance [NS] and the references therein -
places the discussion in the context of conformal blocks and the Wess-Zumino-Witten
model. Indeed, the representation theory of affine Lie algebras seems to be a natural
home for such rank-level dualities, and statements of related flavor have been formu-
lated in [F].
In this paper, we prove first a more extended rank-level duality, which holds for all
curves, and relates nonabelian theta functions onmoduli spaces of bundles with varying
determinant. We will show
Theorem 1. Let L andM be any two line bundles of degree g¯ on C , and letK be the canonical
bundle of C . Then there exists a rank-level duality isomorphism between the spaces of global
sections
(3) D : H0
(
U(r, 0),Θkr,M ⊗ det
⋆Θ1,L
)∨
→ H0
(
U(k, 0),Θrk,M ⊗ det
⋆Θ1,L−1⊗K
)
.
Here
det : U(r, 0)→ Jac0(C) and det : U(k, 0)→ Jac0(C)
are the morphisms taking bundles to their determinants.
The theorem, in conjunction with a restriction argument involving the geometry of
the classical theta functions on the Jacobian Jac0(C), gives the following important
strengthening of the main result of [Bel].
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Theorem 2. The strange duality morphism SD is an isomorphism for all curves C .
The morphism D will be defined in Section 2. We briefly describe it here in the sim-
plest case r = k = 1. Let
ρ : Jac0(C)× Jac0(C)→ Jac0(C)× Jac0(C)
be the isogeny given by
(A,B)→ (A⊗B,A−1 ⊗B),
and let
(−1) : Jac0(C)→ Jac0(C)
denote the multiplication by (−1) in the Jacobian. An immediate application of the
see-saw principle proves the isomorphism
ρ⋆ (Θ1,L ⊠Θ1,M ) ∼= (Θ1,L ⊗Θ1,M)⊠ ((−1)
⋆Θ1,L ⊗Θ1,M ) .
Then, the canonical pullback section of ρ⋆ (Θ1,L ⊠Θ1,M ) determines the duality mor-
phism
D : H0
(
Jac0(C),Θ1,L ⊗Θ1,M
)∨
−→ H0
(
Jac0(C), (−1)⋆Θ1,L ⊗Θ1,M
)
.
Let us remark that D can be explicitly diagonalized by a particular choice of a Theta-
basis. While the general theory applies to arbitrary abelian varieties, hence to any Ja-
cobian, we will assume here, for simplicity of notation, that C = Eτ is an elliptic curve
with complex modulus τ , and that L andM coincide and correspond to the point τ+12
of Eτ . In this case, Θ = Θ1,L has the canonical section
θτ0,0(z) =
∑
n∈Z
exp(πin2τ + 2πinz).
The above discussion shows that D is determined by the section
ρ⋆
(
θτ0,0(z) ⊠ θ
τ
0,0(w)
)
= θτ0,0(z + w)θ
τ
0,0(w − z) ∈ H
0(Θ2)⊗H0(Θ2).
Different explicit tensor product decompositions of this section in terms of various bases
of level 2 theta functions are known as addition formulas ([LB], page 208). For instance,
if we let
θτ1
2
, 1
2
(z) = exp
(
πiτ
4
+ πi
(
z +
1
2
))
θτ0,0
(
z +
τ + 1
2
)
be the scaled translate of θτ0,0(z), then(
θτ0,0
)2
,
(
θτ1
2
, 1
2
)2
∈ H0(Θ2)
form a basis for the level 2 theta functions. The corresponding addition formula is [M]:
θτ0,0(z + w)θ
τ
0,0(w − z)θ
τ
0,0(0)
2 = θτ0,0(z)
2θτ0,0(w)
2 + θτ1
2
, 1
2
(z)2θτ1
2
, 1
2
(w)2.
Therefore,D is a multiple of the identity in the above theta basis. The reader is probably
aware of the many companion addition formulas [M]; they determine different matrix
representations for the duality map.
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The setup of Theorems 1 and 2 easily generalizes to the case of arbitrary degree.
Specifically, we let d and r be coprime integers, and h, k be any two non-negative inte-
gers. In addition, we fix a reference bundle Q of degree d and rank r. Then, imitating
the construction leading to (2), we obtain a morphism
(4) SD : H0
(
SU
(
hr, (detQ)h
)
, θkhr
)∨
→ H0
(
U (kr, k(rg¯ − d)) ,Θhkr,Q
)
.
The explicit definition of SD is contained in the last section of this paper. There, we
describe first an extended duality morphism, showing
Theorem 3. There is a rank-level duality isomorphism D between the spaces of global sections
H0
(
U(hr, hd),Θkhr,M⊗Q∨ ⊗ det
⋆Θ1,L⊗(detQ)−h
)∨
, and
H0
(
U(kr,−kd),Θhkr,M⊗Q ⊗ det
⋆Θ1,L−1⊗K⊗(detQ)k
)
.
As a corollary, by restriction to the moduli space with fixed determinant, we confirm
the following conjecture of Donagi-Tu [DT].
Theorem 4. The rank-level duality map (4) is an isomorphism.
Let us briefly outline the structure of our proofs. When the degree is 0, upon check-
ing equality of dimensions for the two spaces of sections involved, the central part of
the argument will show that the duality morphism D of Theorem 1 is surjective. The
general strategy is similar to the approach taken in [Bel]. There, the analogous question
for the original strange duality morphism is rephrased as a counting problem for bun-
dles with certain numerical and cohomological properties. The enumerative problem is
first set on a rational nodal curve, and its solution is thenmoved to neighboring smooth
curves of genus g, hence the requirement that C be generic. The main observation of
the current paper is that the study of the new duality morphism D leads to an enu-
merative problem which can be effectively solved without specializing the curve. For
any smooth C of genus g one relies instead on a strikingly simple interpretation of the
Verlinde formula providing the dimension of the space of generalized theta functions
H0(U(r, 0),Θkr,M ⊗ det
⋆Θ1,L),
in terms of counts of maps from C to the Grassmannian G(k, r + k). This recasting of
the Verlinde formula is due to Witten [W], who used physical arguments to relate the
sigma model of the Grassmannian to Wess-Zumino-Witten theory. More precisely, the
above Verlinde number is a top intersection product on the Grothendieck Quot scheme
Quotd(O
r+k, k, C) of rank k subsheaves of the trivial bundle of rank r + k. This inter-
section product is realized geometrically by points in the Quot scheme, corresponding
to stable quotients with the numerical and cohomological properties needed to prove
the surjectivity of the morphism D. That the strange duality morphism (2) is an iso-
morphism will be shown by restricting D to the moduli space of bundles with fixed
determinant.
We follow a similar strategy to establish Theorems 3 and 4. We rely foremost on an
explicit elementary expression for the Verlinde formula valid in arbitrary degree. Since
this seems to be less known than its degree 0 analogue, found for instance in [Bea2], we
decided to record it in the last section of the paper.
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The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we define themodified duality
morphism D, and prove that it is an isomorphism, thereby establishing Theorem 1.
The argument uses the main enumerative result of Section 3. There, we realize the
Verlinde number as a count of points in the Quot scheme. In the fourth section we
prove Theorem 2, the original strange duality conjecture, via a general argument on the
Jacobian. Finally, the last section discusses the strange duality isomorphism in arbitrary
degree.
Acknowledgements. We are very grateful to Prakash Belkale for his interest in this
work, and for enthusiastic and extensive email correspondence. This paper draws in-
spiration from his article [Bel]. We thank Mihnea Popa for helpful and stimulating
conversations on the subject of strange dualities.
2. A NEW RANK-LEVEL DUALITY MAP
In this section we give a precise definition of our new rank-level duality morphism
D announced in the introduction. We further show that the main enumerative result of
Section 3 implies that D is an isomorphism.
To begin, fix two line bundles L and M of degree g¯ on C . We define the following
divisor, denoted∆L,M , on the product space U(r, 0) × U(k, 0). On the stable part of the
moduli space,∆L,M is given set theoretically as
∆L,M = {(E,F ) such that h
0(E ⊗ F ⊗M) 6= 0 or h0(detE∨ ⊗ detF ⊗ L−1 ⊗K) 6= 0}.
Scheme-theoretically, if we let
π : U(r, 0) × U(k, 0)→ U(kr, 0) × Jac0(C)
be the morphism
(E,F )→ (E ⊗ F,detE∨ ⊗ detF ),
then the line bundle
O(∆L,M) = π
⋆
(
Θkr,M ⊠Θ1,L−1⊗K
)
has a natural section which vanishes along the jumping locus∆L,M considered above.
Lemma 1. The following equality holds on U(r, 0) × U(k, 0):
O(∆L,M) =
(
Θkr,M ⊗ det
⋆Θ1,L
)
⊠
(
Θrk,M ⊗ det
⋆Θ1,L−1⊗K
)
.
Proof. The lemma is a consequence of the see-saw principle. We will need the follow-
ing general fact established in [DN], and which will be invoked several times in this
paper.
Fact. Assuming T1 and T2 are vector bundles with
µ(T1) = µ(T2) = g¯, and rank T1 = m rank T2,
we have the following isomorphism of Theta bundles on U(r, 0):
Θk,T1
∼= Θmk,T2 ⊗ det
⋆(detT1 ⊗ detT
−m
2 ).
Here, we regard the degree 0 line bundle detT1 ⊗ detT
−m
2 on C as a line bundle on Jac
0(C) in
the usual way.
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Fixing E ∈ U(r, 0), we evaluate the restriction O(∆L,M ) to {E} × U(k, 0):
O(∆L,M )
∣∣
{E}×U(k,0)
= Θk,E⊗M ⊗ det
⋆
(
Θ1,detE∨⊗L−1⊗K
)
∼=
∼=
(
Θrk,M ⊗ det
⋆(detE)
)
⊗ det⋆
(
Θ1,L−1⊗K ⊗ detE
∨
)
∼=
∼= Θrk,M ⊗ det
⋆Θ1,L−1⊗K .
Next, write
(−1) : Jac0(C)→ Jac0(C)
for the multiplication by (−1). As a consequence of (relative) Serre duality, we have
(−1)⋆Θ1,P−1⊗K ∼= Θ1,P ,
for all line bundles P of degree g¯. The restriction of O(∆L,M ) to U(r, 0) × {F} is then
seen to be:
O(∆L,M )
∣∣
U(r,0)×{F}
= Θr,F⊗M ⊗ ((−1) ◦ det)
⋆Θ1,detF⊗L−1⊗K ∼=
∼=
(
Θkr,M ⊗ det
⋆(detF )
)
⊗ det⋆(−1)⋆Θ1,detF⊗L−1⊗K ∼=
∼=
(
Θkr,M ⊗ det
⋆(detF )
)
⊗ det⋆Θ1,detF∨⊗L ∼=
∼=
(
Θkr,M ⊗ det
⋆(detF )
)
⊗ det⋆
(
Θ1,L ⊗ detF
∨
)
∼=
∼= Θkr,M ⊗ det
⋆Θ1,L.
This concludes the proof of the lemma. 
Now the natural section∆L,M ofO(∆L,M) gives the projectively well-defined duality
map
(5) D : H0(U(r, 0),Θkr,M ⊗ det
⋆Θ1,L)
∨ −→ H0(U(k, 0),Θrk,M ⊗ det
⋆Θ1,L−1⊗K),
which is the subject of Theorem 1. We now give the proof of the theorem, invoking the
enumerative conclusions of the next section.
Proof of Theorem 1. We will note in Section 3, by means of Corollary 2, that both the
domain and the target of the duality map D have the same dimension. Thus in order
to establish Theorem 1, it suffices to prove that D is surjective. This will follow easily
upon giving a suitable enumerative interpretation to the Verlinde number
q = h0(U(r, 0),Θkr,M ⊗ det
⋆Θ1,L).
Indeed, Proposition 3 of the next section constructs q pairs (Ai, Bi), 1 ≤ i ≤ q such that
• A1, . . . , Aq are rank r degree 0 stable bundles
• B1, . . . , Bq are rank k degree 0 stable bundles
and
(a) h0(Ai ⊗Bj ⊗M) = 0 if and only if i = j.
(b) h0(detA∨i ⊗ detBi ⊗ L
−1 ⊗K) = 0.
The existence of these pairs of bundles implies the surjectivity of the duality map D.
Indeed, for each E ∈ U(r, 0), define
∆E = {F ∈ U(k, 0) s.t. h
0(E ⊗ F ⊗M) 6= 0 or h0(detE∨ ⊗ detF ⊗ L−1 ⊗K) 6= 0}.
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It is clear that the ∆Es are in the image of D. The two properties (a) and (b) imply that
for the pairs (Ai, Bi), 1 ≤ i ≤ q, we have
∆Ai(Bj) 6= 0 iff i = j.
It follows that ∆Ai , 1 ≤ i ≤ q are linearly independent divisors in the image of D, and
for dimension reasons they must span
H0(U(k, 0),Θrk,M ⊗ det
⋆Θ1,L−1⊗K).

3. INTERSECTIONS ON THE QUOT SCHEME AND A FORMULA OF WITTEN
The main result of this section, Proposition 3, constructs the pairs of vector bundles
(A1, B1), . . . , (Aq, Bq) which, as was just noted, render Theorem 1 evident. These pairs
are obtained as points in a suitable Quot scheme; they geometrically realize an intersec-
tion product on Quot whose explicit evaluation equals the Verlinde numbers.
3.1. The Verlinde numbers. To start, let Quotd(O
r+k, k, C) be the Grothendieck Quot
scheme parametrizing short exact sequences
0→ E → Or+k → F → 0 on C,
with E a subsheaf of rank k and degree −d. Quotd(O
r+k, k, C) provides a compactifi-
cation of the scheme Mord(C,G(k, r + k)) of degree d morphisms from C to the Grass-
mannian G(k, r + k). The morphism space sits inside Quotd(O
r+k, k, C) as the locus of
locally-free quotients of Or+k. Throughout this paper we will assume that the degree
d is sufficiently large to ensure that Quotd(O
r+k, k, C) is irreducible [BDW] and of the
expected dimension
χ(E∨ ⊗ F ) = (r + k)d − rkg¯.
We will also assume that d is divisible by k, and we set
s = (r + k) ·
d
k
− rg¯.
As a finemoduli space, Quotd(O
r+k, k, C) comes equippedwith a universal sequence
(6) 0→ E → Or+k → F → 0 on Quotd(O
r+k, k, C)× C.
We define the cohomology class
ak = ck(E
∨|Quotd(Or+k,k,C)×{point}).
The intersection theory of the Chern classes of E∨|Quotd(Or+k,k,C)×{point} has been well
studied for over a decade: top intersections are computed by the Vafa-Intriligator for-
mula [Ber], [ST], [MO], and have enumerative meaning [Ber], counting degree d maps
from C to the Grassmannian G(k, r + k) under incidence conditions with special Schu-
bert subvarieties at fixed domain points.
Crucially for the arguments of this paper, the Verlinde numbers can be easily linked
to the intersection theory of the Quot scheme. This was observed and justified through
physical arguments by Witten [W], who argued that the Wess-Zumino-Witten model
for GL(k) at level r was related to the sigma model of the Grassmannian G(k, r + k)
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More precisely, we have the following spectacular realization of the Verlinde formula
as a top intersection of the ak classes on Quotd(O
r+k, k, C):
Proposition 1. For d large enough,
h0(SU(r, 0), θkr ) =
rg
(k + r)g
∫
Quotd(O
r+k,k,C)
ask.
Proof. We use the elementary expression for the Verlinde formula (the left-hand side
of the above equation) appearing in [BL], namely
(7) h0(SU(r, 0), θkr ) =
rg
(r + k)g
∑
S∪T={0,1,...,r+k−1}
|S|=k
∏
s∈S
t∈T
∣∣∣∣2 sinπ s− tr + k
∣∣∣∣g¯ .
Now the Vafa-Intriligator formula [MO] expresses the intersection number on the Quot
scheme as a sum over (ordered tuples of) roots λ1, . . . , λk of unity of order r + k:∫
Quotd(O
r+k,k,C)
ask = (−1)
g¯(k2)(r + k)kg¯
∑
λ1,...,λk
∏
i<j
((
λi
λj
) 1
2
−
(
λj
λi
) 1
2
)−2g¯
=
= (r + k)kg¯
∑
S⊂{0,1,...,r+k−1}
|S|=k
∏
s,t∈S
s<t
(
2 sinπ
s− t
r + k
)−2g¯
.
The proposition follows easily by repeatedly applying the following trigonometric iden-
tity:
(8)
r+k−1∏
p=1
(
2 sin
pπ
r + k
)
= r + k.

Proposition 1 allows for the interpretation of the intersection number
(9) q
def
=
∫
Quotd(O
r+k,k,C)
ask
itself, without prefactors, as a modified Verlinde number. Indeed, we have the follow-
ing
Corollary 1. Let det : U(r, 0) → Jac0(C) denote the determinant morphism. For any two line
bundles A and B of degree g¯,
(10) h0(U(r, 0),Θkr,A ⊗ det
⋆Θ1,B) =
∫
Quotd(O
r+k,k,C)
ask.
Proof. Let τ : SU(r,O) × Jac0(C)→ U(r, 0) be the tensor product map
(E,L)→ E ⊗ L.
Note that by the see-saw principle,
τ⋆Θr,A ∼= θr ⊠Θ
r
1,A.
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Indeed, it is easy to see that the restriction of τ⋆Θr,A to SU(r,O)⊗ {L} is isomorphic to
θr, while the restriction τ
⋆Θr,A to {E} × Jac
0(C) is
Θ1,E⊗A ∼= Θ
r
1,A.
Therefore, letting
r : Jac0(C)→ Jac0(C)
denote multiplication by r, we have
(11) τ⋆
(
Θkr,A ⊗ det
⋆Θ1,B
)
∼= θkr ⊠Θ
rk
1,A ⊗ r
⋆Θ1,B .
Since τ is an etale cover of degree r2g we conclude
χ(Θkr,A ⊗ det
⋆Θ1,B) =
1
r2g
χ
(
τ⋆(Θkr,A ⊗ det
⋆Θ1,B)
)
=
1
r2g
χ(Θrk1,A ⊗ r
⋆Θ1,B)χ(θ
k
r ) =
=
(rk + r2)g
r2g
χ(θkr ) =
∫
Quotd(O
r+k,k,C)
ask.
It remains to observe that the higher cohomology vanishes. By the Leray spectral se-
quence, this can be checked after pulling back by the finite morphism τ . The statement
follows using the Ku¨nneth decomposition, as the Theta bundles on SU(r,O) and the
Jacobian have no higher cohomologies. 
Corollary 2. For any line bundles A,B,C,D of degree g¯, we have
h0(U(r, 0),Θkr,A ⊗ det
⋆Θ1,B) = h
0(U(k, 0),Θrk,C ⊗ det
⋆Θ1,D).
Proof. This follows from (7) by interchanging S and T . 
3.2. Transversality. We now set out to realize the intersection number (9) geometri-
cally. We will represent the cohomology class ak in different ways as vanishing loci of
sections of the dual universal bundle E∨|Quotd(Or+k,k,C)×{point}. To this end,
• pick distinct points p1, . . . , ps on C .
• for each 1 ≤ i ≤ s, let Li be a one-dimensional subspace of V = (C
r+k)∨. This
gives (by duality) a section
ϕi : Li ⊗O → V ⊗O → E
∨
on Quotd(O
r+k, k, C) ×C .
• consider the restricted morphisms
ϕi,pi : Li ⊗O → E
∨
pi
on Quotd(O
r+k, k, C)× {pi}, and further let Zi denote the zero locus of the sec-
tion ϕi,pi on Quotd(O
r+k, k, C)× {pi}.
As shown in [Ber], the schemes Zi are of the expected codimension k, and moreover
[Zi] = ak ∩
[
Quotd(O
r+k, k, C)
]
.
We aim first to prove the following transversality statement, which is essentially con-
tained in [Ber].
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Proposition 2. For generic choices of subspaces Li, 1 ≤ i ≤ s, the subschemes Z1, . . . ,Zs
representing the class ak intersect properly in reduced points, inside the locus of the Quot scheme
consisting of stable vector bundle quotients.
Proof. According to [Ber], generic zero-locus representatives for the classes ak appear-
ing in the intersection on the right-hand side of (9), do not intersect outside the open
subschemeMord(C,G(k, r + k)) of locally-free quotients of Quotd(O
r+k, k, C). We con-
sider the restriction of each section
ϕi,pi : Li ⊗O → E
∨
pi
to Mord(C,G(k, r + k)). For any point p ∈ C, the evaluation of morphisms in the
scheme Mord(C,G(k, r + k)) gives a map
evp : Mord(C,G(k, r + k))→ G(k, r + k).
The restriction of the zero locus Zi of ϕi,pi to Mord(C,G(k, r + k)) is
Zi
∣∣
Mord(C,G(k,r+k))
= ev−1pi (Wi),
whereWi is the zero locus of the corresponding section
ϕ˜i : Li ⊗O → V ⊗O → T
∨
for the dual tautological bundle T∨ on G(k, r + k).
For each i, the zero locusWi of ϕ˜i is a subGrassmannianG(k, r+k−1) ofG(k, r+k).
By Kleiman transversality [K], given a subscheme Y of Mord(C,G(k, r + k)), a generic
subGrassmannian G(k, r + k − 1) intersects each locus in the image evp(Y ) over which
evp has constant fiber dimension properly (i.e. in the correct codimension), hence Y
intersects ev−1p (G(k, r + k − 1)) properly. A top dimensional intersection of generic Zis
therefore avoids the unstable locus of Mord(C,G(k, r + k)), and lies in the stable locus
Morstabled (C,G(k, r + k)) consisting of short exact sequences
(12) 0→ E → Or+k → F → 0
with E and F stable.
Note now that for sufficiently large d, the restricted evaluation
evp : Mor
stable
d (C,G(k, r + k))→ G(k, r + k)
has smooth fibers for every p ∈ C. Indeed, the domain is smooth since the obstruction
space is
H1(E∨ ⊗ F ) = 0.
This follows by considering the long exact sequence in cohomology associatedwith (12)
and noting thatH1(F ) = 0whenF is stable and d is large enough. The conclusion about
evp is implied by generic smoothness and by the fact that the target is a homogeneous
space.
Now, if Y is a generically smooth subscheme of Morstabled (C,G(k, r + k)), then evp(Y )
is generically smooth in G(k, r + k), and by Kleiman transversality we conclude that
the intersection of evp(Y ) with a generic subGrassmannian G(k, r + k − 1) is generi-
cally smooth, implying by the smoothness of the fibers of evp that the intersection of Y
with ev−1p (G(k, r + k − 1)) is generically smooth as well. Inductively then, the intersec-
tion of generic Zi, 1 ≤ i ≤ s is a zero-dimensional generically smooth subscheme of
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Morstabled (C,G(k, r + k)). Therefore, this intersection is smooth. This establishes Propo-
sition 2. 
Considering all the sections
ϕi,pi : Li ⊗O → E
∨
pi
, 1 ≤ i ≤ s
at once, we obtain that
Z = ∩si=1Zi
is the smooth zero locus on Morstabled (C,G(k, r + k)) of a section
ϕ : O → E∨p1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ E
∨
ps
.
Therefore, we have an exact sequence on Z
(13) 0→ TZ → TMorstabled (C,G(k, r + k))
∣∣
Z
→ E∨p1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ E
∨
ps
∣∣
Z
→ 0.
We would like to identify TZ in terms of the available universal structures.
Each of the sections ϕi : Li⊗O → E
∨ on Quotd(O
r+k, k, C)×C vanishes on Z×{pi}.
On Z × C therefore, each ϕi factors as
Li ⊗O → Li ⊗ π
⋆
CO(pi)→ E
∨,
where πC denotes the projection
πC : Z × C → C.
Let S denote the pushout on C of the two maps
s⊕
i=1
Li ⊗O →
s⊕
i=1
Li ⊗O(pi)
and
s⊕
i=1
Li ⊗O → V ⊗O.
Note that
(14) detS = O(p1 + · · ·+ ps),
and that for distinct pis, S is locally free. Considering the s conditions imposed by each
one of the points pi, we arrive at the conclusion that the universal map
V ⊗O → E∨ → 0
factors as
V ⊗O → π⋆CS → E
∨ → 0 on Z × C.
Let F ′ on Z × C denote the ensuing kernel,
(15) 0→ F ′ → π⋆CS → E
∨ → 0.
Denoting by ι : S∨ →֒ Or+k the induced inclusion of sheaves, we see that each exact
sequence
0→ E → Or+k → F → 0
representing a point ζ in the intersection Z =
⋂s
i=1Zi factors through ι. For each ζ ∈ Z
there is thus an associated exact sequence
0→ E → S∨ → F ′∨ → 0.
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Lemma 2. The Zariski tangent space to Z at ζ is
TζZ = H
0(E∨ ⊗ F ′∨).
Proof. As a consequence of (6), (15) and the five lemma, we obtain a natural exact
sequence
(16) 0→ F ′∨ → F → π⋆COp1+...+ps → 0 on Z × C,
where the second morphism is given by pairing evaluations of sections of F at the
points p1, . . . ps with ϕ1, . . . , ϕs respectively. Twisting the exact sequence (16) with E
∨
and pushing forward to Z by the projection πZ : Z × C → Z , we get
(17) 0→ R0πZ⋆(E
∨ ⊗F ′∨)→ R0πZ⋆(E
∨ ⊗F)→ ⊕si=1E
∨
pi
→ · · ·
Comparing (13) and (17) we conclude that the sequence (17) is exact on the right and
that
TZ = R0πZ⋆(E
∨ ⊗F ′∨).

The smoothness and zero-dimensionality of Z = Z1 ∩ . . . ∩ Zs established by Propo-
sition 2 implies that in Lemma 2 we have
(18) TζZ = H
0(E∨ ⊗ F ′∨) = 0.
After dropping the primes and duals on the F s, our discussion ensures the existence of
q exact sequences
(19) 0→ Ei → S
∨ → Fi → 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ q,
with
(i) Ei is a stable bundle of degree −d and rank k,
(ii) Fi is a bundle of degree d− s and rank r,
(iii) detEi ⊗ detFi = detS
∨ = O(−p1 − . . .− ps),
(iv) h0(E∨i ⊗ Fj) = 0 iff i = j.
The last assertion follows from (18) and the observation that for i 6= j we have a non-
zero map
Ei → S
∨ → Fj .
Property (iv) also proves the stability of the bundle Fi via lemma A.1 in [Bel], as the
required hypothesis h0(E∨i ⊗ Fi) = h
1(E∨i ⊗ Fi) = 0 is satisfied.
Remark 1. The tangent space computation of Lemma 2 and the arguments preceding it
identify Z as the Quot scheme Quotd(S
∨, k, C) of rank k and degree −d subsheaves of
S∨. The pairs (Ei, Fi) constructed above correspond to the closed points of this smooth
zero dimensional Quot scheme of length equal to the Verlinde number (10).
Finally, we construct the pairs of bundles that were used in the proof of Theorem 1.
Proposition 3. There exist q pairs of bundles (A1, B1), . . . , (Aq, Bq) with the following prop-
erties
• A1, . . . , Aq are rank r degree 0 stable bundles
• B1, . . . , Bq are rank k degree 0 stable bundles
• h0(Ai ⊗Bj ⊗M) = 0 iff i = j
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• h0(detA∨i ⊗ detBi ⊗ L
−1 ⊗K) = 0.
Proof. We only need to adjust the degrees of the bundles (19). Pick a line bundle Q
of degree− d
k
. This ensures that the line bundle
R = M−r ⊗Q−r−k ⊗ L−1 ⊗K(−p1 − . . . − ps)
has degree g¯. Moreover, we may assume that Q is chosen so that R avoids the theta
divisor on Jacg¯(C) i.e., so that it has no global sections. Setting
Ai = E
∨
i ⊗Q, and Bi = Fi ⊗Q
−1 ⊗M−1
we obtain, via Property (iv) above, that
h0(Ai ⊗Bj ⊗M) = h
0(E∨i ⊗ Fj) = 0 if and only if i = j.
Moreover
detA∨i ⊗ detBi = detEi ⊗ detFi ⊗M
−r ⊗Q−r−k = detS∨ ⊗M−r ⊗Q−r−k.
Therefore,
h0(detA∨i ⊗detBi⊗L
−1⊗K) = h0(M−r⊗Q−r−k⊗L−1⊗K(−p1−. . .−ps)) = h
0(R) = 0.
This is what we set out to prove. 
4. THE ARGUMENT ON THE JACOBIAN
In this section we prove Theorem 2. We pass to the moduli spaces of semistable
bundles with fixed determinant via the natural inclusion
j : SU(r,O) →֒ U(r, 0).
Restricting sections gives a morphism (well defined projectively)
ρ : H0(U(r, 0),Θkr,M ⊗ det
⋆Θ1,L)→ H
0(SU(r,O), θkr ).
We show
Proposition 4. For generic L andM the restriction ρ is surjective.
Proof. Set
L = Θkr,M ⊗ det
⋆Θ1,L.
Recall from (11) that the pullback of L under the tensor product map
τ : SU(r,O)× Jac0(C)→ U(r, 0)
is given by
(20) τ⋆L ∼= θkr ⊠Θ
kr
1,M ⊗ r
⋆Θ1,L.
Such an isomorphism will be fixed below.
Let G be the group of r-torsion points in Jac0(C). Under the natural antidiagonal
action of G on SU(r,O) × Jac0(C), the morphism τ is a Galois covering with Galois
group G. It follows that
H0(U(r, 0),L) = H0(SU(r,O) × Jac0(C), τ⋆L)G,
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the right hand side being the space of G-invariant sections. It suffices to show that given
any section s of θkr on SU(r,O), there is a G-invariant section s˜ of τ
⋆Lwhich restricts to
s over SU(r,O)× {O}.
First, we claim that for a generic choice of L, we can find a section u of r⋆Θ1,L which
does not vanish at the origin, but vanishes at all other points of G. This claim follows
if we show that the sheaf r⋆Θ1,L ⊗ OG is generated by the global sections of r
⋆Θ1,L.
Equivalently we prove that the map
µ : H0(Jac0(C), r⋆Θ1,L)→ H
0(Jac0(C), r⋆Θ1,L ⊗OG)
is surjective. Since bothH0(Jac0(C), r⋆Θ1,L) andH
0(Jac0(C), r⋆Θ1,L⊗OG) have dimen-
sion r2g, it suffices to explain that the morphism µ is injective. This is a consequence of
the vanishing
(21) H0(Jac0(C), r⋆Θ1,L ⊗ IG) = 0,
combined with the long exact sequence in cohomology associated with
(22) 0→ IG → OJac → OG → 0.
Here, IG is the ideal sheaf of G in Jac
0(C). To prove (21), we observe that since r is a
finite morphism
H0(Jac0(C), r⋆Θ1,L ⊗ IG) = H
0(Jac0(C), r⋆ (r
⋆Θ1,L ⊗ IG)).
Now it is well known that
r⋆OJac =
⊕
i
Ti
where Ti are the r-torsion line bundles on Jac
0(C) [DT], under the standard identifica-
tion of degree 0 line bundles on the Jacobian and on the curve. From the pushforward
under r of the ideal sheaf sequence (22), it easily follows that
r⋆IG =
⊕
i
Ti ⊗ I{O},
with I{O} being the ideal sheaf of the origin {O} ∈ Jac
0(C). Hence,
H0(Jac, r⋆Θ1,L ⊗ IG) =
⊕
i
H0(Jac,Θ1,L ⊗ Ti ⊗ I{O}) =
⊕
i
H0(Jac,Θ1,L⊗Ti ⊗ I{O}) = 0.
The last equality follows provided the (canonical) section of Θ1,L⊗Ti does not vanish at
the origin {O}. The nonvanishing is equivalent to h0(L⊗Ti) = 0, which can be arranged
if we pick L outside the Theta divisors Θ1,Ti for all i. This proves the existence of the
section u.
Next, take a section v of Θkr1,M which does not vanish at the origin. Again, this can be
arranged for genericM . The section t = u⊗ v of r⋆Θ1,L ⊗ Θ
kr
1,M does not vanish at the
origin, but vanishes at all the other points in G.
Finally, pick any section s of the line bundle θkr on SU(r,O). We extend s to a G-
invariant section s˜ by averaging over G. First, consider the section s ⊠ t of the line
bundle
θkr ⊠ r
⋆Θ1,L ⊗Θ
kr
1,M
∼= τ⋆L.
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For each g ∈ G, the pullback g⋆(s⊠ t) is a section of g⋆τ⋆L = τ⋆L. The average
s˜ =
∑
g∈G
g⋆(s⊠ t)
is then an invariant section of τ⋆L. By construction, the pullback section g⋆(s ⊠ t) van-
ishes along SU(r,O) × {O} if and only if g ∈ G \ {identity}. Thus the two sections j⋆s˜
and s differ by a nonzero constant, as wished. 
As a consequence of the lemma, the dual restriction map
σ : H0(SU(r,O), θkr )
∨
→ H0(U(r, 0),Θkr,M ⊗ det
⋆Θ1,L)
∨
is injective. This is important for the proof of Theorem 2, which we now give.
Proof of Theorem 2. Consider the injection
ι : H0(U(k, 0),Θrk,M ) →֒ H
0(U(k, 0),Θrk,M ⊗ det
⋆Θ1,L−1⊗K)
given by
s 7→ s⊗ det⋆Θ1,L−1⊗K ,
where Θ1,L−1⊗K now denotes the canonical section of the Theta line bundle. Note that
via the identification U(k, 0) ∼= U(k, kg¯) given by tensoring bundles withM , we have
(23) D ◦ σ = ι ◦ SD.
Here SD is the strange duality morphism (2). The above equality follows directly from
the definitions. Indeed, we observe that the restriction of the divisor ∆ to SU(r,O) ×
U(k, 0), which determines the morphism D ◦ σ, equals
{(E,F ) such that h0(E ⊗ F ⊗M) 6= 0 or h0(detF ⊗ L−1 ⊗K) 6= 0}.
But this is also the divisor inducing the morphism ι ◦ SD.
Finally, by Theorem 1 and Proposition 4, the composition
D ◦ σ : H0(SU(r,O), θkr )
∨ → H0(U(k, 0),Θrk,M ⊗ det
⋆Θ1,L−1⊗K)
is an isomorphism onto its image. Therefore, (23) implies that SD is injective. A well
known symmetry of the Verlinde formula gives the equality of dimensions [Bea2]
h0(SU(r,O), θkr ) = h
0(U(k, 0),Θrk,M )
∼= h0(U(k, kg¯),Θrk).
Hence SDmust be an isomorphism. This proves Theorem 2. 
5. STRANGE DUALITY IN ARBITRARY DEGREE
The arguments of this paper can be used to establish the strange duality conjecture
for arbitrary rank and degree. In this section, we will indicate the relevant statements
and their proofs.
Consider d and r two relatively prime integers, and h, k two non-negative integers.
Without loss of generality assume that 0 < d < r. To start, we define an extended
duality morphism involving the moduli spaces of bundles U(hr, hd) and U(kr,−kd).
Fix a reference bundle Q of degree d and rank r, and fix two line bundles L and M of
degree g¯. The duality relates sections of the pluri-Theta bundles
Θkhr,M⊗Q∨ → U(hr, hd), and Θ
h
kr,M⊗Q → U(kr,−kd),
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twisted by line bundles coming from the Jacobian via the determinant maps
det : U(hr, hd) → Jachd(C) and det : U(kr,−kd)→ Jac−kd(C).
Consider the divisor
∆ = {(E,F ) ∈ U(hr, hd) × U(kr,−kd) such that h0(E ⊗ F ⊗M) 6= 0 or
h0(detE∨ ⊗ detF ⊗ (detQ)h+k ⊗ L−1 ⊗K) 6= 0}.
It is easy to check, in complete analogy with the argument of Lemma 1, that
O(∆) =
(
Θkhr,M⊗Q∨ ⊗ det
⋆Θ1,L⊗(detQ)−h
)
⊠
(
Θhkr,M⊗Q ⊗ det
⋆Θ1,L−1⊗K⊗(detQ)k
)
.
Note that we recover the divisor used in the previous sections, when the degree is 0, by
taking Q to be trivial.
We will show
Theorem 3. The divisor ∆ induces a rank-level duality isomorphism between
H0
(
U(hr, hd),Θkhr,M⊗Q∨ ⊗ det
⋆Θ1,L⊗(detQ)−h
)∨
, and
H0
(
U(kr,−kd),Θhkr,M⊗Q ⊗ det
⋆Θ1,L−1⊗K⊗(detQ)k
)
.
The starting point of the argument is the following rewriting of the Verlinde formula,
valid in arbitrary degree.
Proposition 5. Let θhr denote the ample generator for the Picard group of SU(hr, hd). If
e ≡ −d mod r is sufficiently large, then
h0(SU(hr, hd), θkhr) =
hg
(h+ k)g
∫
Quotke(O
r(h+k),kr,C)
a
(h+k)e−hrg¯
kr .
Proof. Theorem 9.4 in [BL] establishes an isomorphism between the space of global
sections and a space of conformal blocks for the affine Lie algebra ŝlhr at level kr. The
dimension of the space of conformal blocks is computed in corollary 9.8 of [Bea3]. To-
gether, these two statements give the formula
(r(h+ k))hrg¯
(
h
h+ k
)g¯∑
~ν
Traceλ
(
exp 2πi
~ν
r(h+ k)
)
·
∏
i<j
(
2 sin π
νi − νj
r(h+ k)
)−2g¯ .
In the above summation ~ν is an element of the weight lattice of slhr whose standard
coordinates satisfy the property
ν1 > . . . > νhr, νi − νj ∈ Z, ν1 − νhr < r(h+ k), and ν1 + . . .+ νhr = 0.
Also, the trace is computed in the representation of slhr whose highest weight is the
following combination of the standard coordinate forms
λ = kr (e1 + . . .+ ehr−hd) .
The Weyl character formula expresses the trace ofH = exp
(
2πi ~ν
r(h+k)
)
as
Traceλ(H) =
∑
σ∈Shr
sgn(σ) · (λ+ ρ)(σH)∑
σ∈Shr
sgn(σ) · ρ(σH)
,
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with ρ being half the sum of the positive roots of slhr. To simplify this formula, we
compare the terms indexed by στ in the numerator with terms indexed by σ in the
denominator, where τ is the permutation
τ(i) =
{
i+ hd, if i ≤ hr − hd,
i− hr + hd, if i > hr − hd.
.
The explicit computation shows that all such terms are proportional by the factor
(−1)hd(r−1) exp (2πi(ν1 + . . .+ νhr−hd)) .
We now apply the following change of variables, which can also be found in [Z]. Setting
ti = νi − νhr, 1 ≤ i ≤ hr,
the Verlinde formula becomes
(−1)hd(r−1)(r(h+k))g¯
(
h
h+ k
)g¯ ∑
T⊂{0,...,r(h+k)−1}
0∈T, |T |=hr
exp
(
2πi
d
r
∑
t∈T
t
)∏
i<j
(
2 sinπ
ti − tj
r(h+ k)
)−2g¯
.
As in [Z], we remove the condition 0 ∈ T at the expense of including the prefactor
hr
r(h+k) . Further, we rewrite the expression in a form which is symmetric in T and its
complement S, using the trigonometric identity (8). We arrive at the equality
h0(SU(hr, hd), θkhr) = (−1)
hd(r−1) h
g
(h+ k)g
∑
S∪T={0,...,r(h+k)−1}
|T |=hr
exp
(
2πi
d
r
∑
t∈T
t
)
×
×
∏
s∈S
t∈T
∣∣∣∣2 sinπ s− tr(h+ k)
∣∣∣∣g¯ .(24)
Finally, the Lemma follows from (24) by a backward use of the Vafa-Intriligator formula,
just as in Proposition 1. 
Proof of Theorem 3. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 1, but the numerical details
are slightly different. By Proposition 5, and the usual covering argument, we have
h0
(
U(hr, hd),Θkhr,M⊗Q∨ ⊗ det
⋆Θ1,L⊗(detQ)−h
)
=
∫
Quotke(O
r(h+k),kr,C)
a
(h+k)e−hrg¯
kr .
It follows from (24), after interchanging S and T , that
h0
(
U(kr,−kd),Θhkr,M⊗Q ⊗ det
⋆Θ1,L−1⊗K⊗(detQ)k
)
is computed by the same intersection number on Quot. Let q denote this common value.
Finally, the reduced points representing the intersection number q give, after adjust-
ing the degrees, q pairs of stable bundles
(Ai, Bi) ∈ U(hr, hd) × U(kr,−kd), 1 ≤ i ≤ q,
such that ∆Ai(Bj) 6= 0 if and only if i = j. This is enough to complete the proof. 
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Theorem 3 leads to the proof of the arbitrary degree strange duality conjecture, as
stated in [DT]. As usual, let
τ : SU
(
hr, (detQ)h
)
× U(kr, k(rg¯ − d))→ U(khr2, khr2g¯)
be the tensor product map
(E,F )→ E ⊗ F.
Using the see-saw theorem, we compute
τ⋆Θkhr2 ∼= θ
k
hr ⊠Θ
h
kr,Q.
The canonical pullback section of τ⋆Θkhr2 induces a morphism between the spaces of
global sections:
SD : H0
(
SU
(
hr, (detQ)h
)
, θkhr
)∨
→ H0
(
U (kr, k(rg¯ − d)) ,Θhkr,Q
)
.
Theorem 4. SD is an isomorphism.
Proof. Restrict the duality morphism of Theorem 3 to
j : SU(hr, (detQ)h) →֒ U(hr, hd)
and repeat the argument of Section 4. 
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